
Rick Steves Website Redesign Roadmap

Destination Pages

Encourage serendipity and exploration by surfacing related destinations

Rick Steves can use the CMS to curate featured photos on 

destination pages, such as by pulling in locally hosted content or 

highlighting an Instagram/FB-tagged photo.

Enable Rick Steves editors to define parent and sibling relationships 

so that users can explore and browse destinations naturally.
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Interactive maps help people explore and see their options by 

giving them nearby cities/sights.

Use maps to surface rich content.

Surface media content and provide entry points to dig deeper 

(video, blogs, forums, YouTube, podcasts, radio…)

Destination pages surfaces related blog posts, video, audio, photos. 

Users can click through to explore more media.

Rick Steves team is given stronger curation powers via

manual overrides and inputs.

Destination pages surface relevant forum posts.

Surface contextually relevant products and tours

Provide link to relevant railpass options and ability to jump into 

Railpass purchase path

Surface relevant guidebooks and DVDs

Surface relevant tours on the destination page (“the __ tour stops 

in Milan!”)

Allow user to compare different options for modes/costs 

of transportation

Mobile

Use responsive design practices to optimize

CMS pages for web, smartphone and tablet

Optimize destination pages for mobile usage.

Deliver adaptive content (smaller, more relevant chunks of content 

served to smartphones and tablets).

Recommend products that make sense for people on t



Users can create a profile using authentication tools provided by 

social providers or through the site authentication itself.

Public user profiles surface links to people's social media accounts, 

their e-commerce wishlists, and tours that they have paid for.

Users can view  the profiles of other Rick Steves travelers. Users 

can control what is visible on their profile.

Web-based travel center management.

Users can make and manage appointments, sign up for classes.

Users can view history of communicating with Rick Steves tour 

divas, customer support, etc.

Account has a central space where I can manage my saved content

Users can create multiple wishlists for Travel Store products. 

Wishlists can be publicly shared on social media channels. 

Save specific destination articles, comments, videos, radio shows to 

your profile. Organize and share your saved content.

Wishlists can be embedded on relevant pages and serve as 

destination-specific packing lists or curated recommendation lists.

Enable offline access to saved information, by letting users 

pre-download articles, videos, audio tours.

Use saved content to deliver recommended content, tours and 

products, relevant railpasses.
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Profiles

Cross-cutting profiles store history of relationship with Rick Steves content 

and products
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Richer dimensions added to public profiles include content 

compilations, forum contribution history, their contributed photos.



Local photo hosting system allows users to upload photos and 

videos through RickSteves. com, and on upload, users have the 

option to tag and pipe through Instagram. Usercontributed content 

has baked-in voting system to help best content surface

Use social media feeds to bring tour-membertagged uploads back 

into RickSteves.com. Tags are used to automatically feed photos 

into destination and tour pages.

Forums enable conversation throughout the entire Rick Steves community

Rick Steves travel center consultants can engage in one-to-many 

interactions by highlighting them as community experts; their

forum contributions and answers are highlighted.

Forums are designed to surface expertise, such as highlighting 

expert contributions via badges and using forum voting to 

prioritize best answers. Forum voting allows prioritization of

best answers. Forums also represent special types of users such as 

tour members.

Rick Steves consultants can hold chatroom "office hours" to take 

questions and have conversations with members.

Posting new questions auto-searches to see if your question has 

already been answered, especially by a Rick Steves consultant.

Connect with other Rick Steves travelers

Users can view  the profiles of other Rick Steves travelers and 

initiate private conversations with them.

Users can find other Rick Steves independent travelers near them in 

Paris, connect for drinks etc.
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Community

Leverage user-contributed photos and videos
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Local photo system automatically associates alumni-contributed 

photos and videos with their tours and allow them to quickly tag

them by individual destinations.



Tours leverage existing destination content, allowing prospective 

tour members and independent travelers to learn from the tours

page. Tour itineraries incorporate this content as well, allowing 

independent travelers to use it too.

Finding the right tour

Search provides ability to compare tours via robust date, cost, 

length, region filters - but also by demographic  filters such as 

kid-friendly. 

Tour reviews present high-level overviews of a tour, as well as 

granular information.

After users have purchased a tour, tours page doubles as an 

on-the-ground information center for tours and independent

travelers alike.

Leverage alumni-contributed media so potential tour members can 

browse photo and video from past tours.

Post-tour engagement

Encourage tour returnees to post reviews of tours and products. Create a shared collaboration space for tour travelers. 

They can share pictures, restaurants, other information on the 

ground or afterward.

Make tour evaluations easy and compelling to fill out. Find ways to 

collect some demographic data that can be used to recommend 

tours to prospects.

After a customer signs up for a tour, present them with relevant 

book, DVD and product recommendations
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Tours

Learning about tours
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Creation and implementation of a comprehensive SEO strategy.

Filtered search system returns results for all content, including 

tours, blog posts, articles, forum posts, destination pages, products,

hosted content such as YouTube videos.

Search results deliver context-appropriate

document types

When users search for destinations, present richly organized results 

with deeplinks.

Optimize search results for mobile.
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Search

Search delivers results across entire site and all content types
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Once there is a critical mass of visual content such as 

user-contributed photos, search results are richly visual.

Provide a method to input basic SEO elements within the CMS.

Verification of SEO baseline requirements as part of the QA process.

Best practices including 301 redirects, updates to sitemap.xml and 

robots.txt files.

SEO

uild CMS and data structures to support SEO b

SEO education for Rick Steves team for ongoing website updates.

Ongoing post-launch SEO measurement.


